The Mabo Decision – A Turning Point of Unfulfilled Potential
The struggle for Indigenous land rights is prominent in Australia’s history and has seen both triumphs and failures. A
particular turning point1 in the matter is the Mabo decision of 1992, which saw the overturn of the notion ‘terra
nullius’2 and acknowledgment of native title to the land by the High Court. This decision held great potential, with
implications within industries such as mining and development, along with the power to make significant progress
towards reconciliation and positive co-existence between Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians. Twenty-six
years later, while the positive consequences can’t be discredited, Indigenous peoples are still faced with restrictions
which render the potential of this turning point unfulfilled. ‘Turning point’ will be defined as a decisive change; the
Mabo decision paved the way for consequential turning points, which is testament to the impact of the decision
itself.
The doctrine of terra nullius was established during colonial settlement of Australia, as the classification of
Indigenous inhabitants as ‘backwards peoples’3 satisfied the requirements of International Law in order to acquire
land4; it was under the guise of terra nullius, that dispossession of land from Indigenous people was justified5. While
the notion was a foundation in colonial identity6, it was never recognised by law. Despite this, terra nullius became
embedded into Australian society as a critical yet unspoken part of our national identity.
The legal implications for Indigenous Australians became obvious during the Gove case of 1971, where the Yolngu
people of the Gove Peninsula7 attempted to stop the production of a bauxite mine, claiming it was illegal on their
land without their approval. However, the case was dismissed when the court stated that Indigenous customary law
was not legally binding8.
The lack of recognition of native title soon came to the attention of Eddie ‘Koiki’ Mabo9, a native of Murray Island in
the Torres Strait10. Previously of the belief that Indigenous people were considered owners of the land, he was
determined to have this recognised by law, a feat which would require overturning terra nullius. Initially, this
seemed too ambitious, ‘it was one man against 200 years of history’11. Eventually, Eddie garnered enough support to
take his case to court; after 10 years of legal battle, the High Court handed down its final declaration on 3rd June
1992, ruling that ‘the lands of this continent were not terra nullius in 1788’12, and the Meriam people were free to
enjoy native title on Murray Island. This led to the implementation of the Native Title Act in December of 1993,
which meant Indigenous peoples across the country could lodge native title claims as traditional owners of the land.
Tragically, Eddie Mabo passed away 5 months before the case was won, a legacy left with his final words of ‘land
claim’13.
The Indigenous culture is one that is intrinsically linked to the land, ‘Our land is our life. This belief is central to
Aboriginal people’s existence’14. Therefore, the significance of the decision was not lost on the Indigenous
community. Geoff Richardson, an Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander man whose mother originated from Murray
Island states: ‘It absolutely felt like a turning point for Indigenous people… it reaffirmed that we had rights to our own
land, based on cultures and tradition passed on throughout 1000s of years, it threw out the fictious notion of terra
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nullius, and recognised native title across the whole of Australia where it wasn’t extinguished by a lawful act’15.
Despite being a reason to rejoice for many, the Mabo decision held real hope and promise for the future. The
benefits of possession over land were particularly linked to economic growth; according to Dr Bryan Keon-Cohen,
junior counsel for the duration of the case, ‘people understood the possibilities of the decision quite quickly…. It
promised economic advantages [in regards to the benefits of land rights schemes for Aboriginal people]’16, which
would see a turning point for communities in poverty.
Aside from the financial turning point that Mabo intended to be, it was seen as an integral chapter in the story of coexistence between Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians, a turning point for reconciliation as such. Prior to
Mabo, viewpoints of Australian history excluded acknowledgment of terra nullius or attempted to justify it17; the
decision forced the government and public alike to recognise the past treatment of Indigenous people -‘it felt like
Australia was becoming a country with the maturity to confront the darker side of its past18- and discredit lies and
misinterpretations surrounding First Nation Australians – ‘it brought truth to the history books which was an
important first step in reconciliation and healing’19. This viewpoint of history was branded ‘black armband history’20,
and was endorsed by credited historian Henry Reynolds, who was a key influence to Eddie Mabo. With this new
outlook came the hope that reconciliation would continue, ‘I hope that in another 20 years we will be living in a
country which has fully accepted its black history and the rights which flow from our history.21 As momentous this
turning point in Indigenous affairs seemed, would these hopes and promises be realised?
While many of the reactions to the Mabo decision were overwhelmingly positive, the confusion surrounding the
potential of the decision caused heated debate and backlash, particularly instigated by the Howard government (in
opposition at the time) and the mining industry. With new legislation regarding land use, the mining industry was
uncertain of the implications that would affect them, and initially fought the decision. Many politicians also opposed
Mabo -‘I'm not going to apologise for 200 years of white progress in this country’22, ‘This is a day of shame for
Australia’23- and a real fear was created around the concept of native title that saw ‘Australian backyards under
threat’24. What was seen as a positive turning point for Indigenous Australians was soon perceived by many as a
negative turning point for non-Indigenous Australians, influenced by factors such as misinformation about Mabo,
politics and prejudice.
Preying on these fears, Howard promised extinguishment of native title25 almost before Indigenous people had a
chance to use it. After the consequential Wik decision of 1996 which ruled that pastoral rights would prevail in the
case of conflict with native title26, he introduced amendments to the Native Title Act under the Ten Point Plan (of
1998), which intended to protect pastural leases and make claiming native title a much more difficult and restrictive
process. One of the statements Howard made in terms of justification of altering the act, was that ‘the pendulum
had swung too far towards the Aboriginal people’27, prompting discussion as to why Indigenous Australians should
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have special rights over other ethnic groups28. A decision that seemed to instil hope for reconciliation only a few
years before, was now used to incite racism and discrimination29. This was a significant drawback in terms of positive
co-existence; the use of a pendulum itself to explain the interaction between Indigenous and non-Indigenous
Australians implies there cannot be co-existence when there are two sides in competition with each other, where
one must always be disadvantaged in order for the other to prosper. Richardson explains, ‘What we’ve gained is
recognition that we were here before European settlement and of our connection to land, which took 10 years to
prove in court… what have we gained that needs to be taken away?’30 Only five years after the implementation of
the Native Title Act, the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander population went from fighting for recognition as
traditional owners of the land, to being accused of preferential treatment and ‘the illusion that the blacks have got it
all’31. At this stage, fulfilment of Mabo’s potential seemed far from reach, and the consequences of this turning point
had not lived up to their positive expectations.
It wasn’t until the early 2000’s that mining companies started offering their full cooperation and upon reflection of
the mining industry as a whole, a reinvention of their conduct is evident, ‘when the dust settled, they realised it’s
their job to get the ore out of the ground and if they must negotiate [with Indigenous communities] they will do so. 32
This cooperation can be considered a turning point as in the present day, changes by the mining industry (in order to
adhere to native title legislation) are benefiting both Indigenous communities and companies themselves. The Mabo
decision meant that Indigenous peoples had the right to negotiate with owners of other forms of land title, a critical
step in ensuring both parties reach a beneficial deal; at the same time, this indicates progression in terms of positive
co-existence, as these deals are negotiated without going to court33. Indigenous Land Use Agreements34 hold
benefits such as compensation and employment for native title groups35, and ‘enhance their ability to generate good
future prospects on their homelands’36. The economic advantages that Mabo promised are becoming a reality for
some Indigenous communities eg, traditional owners have taken a stake in the company developing the Century
mine in the Gulf of Carpentaria, resulting in employment for thousands of Aboriginal people, and 250 million dollars
of profit to the community37.
However, while many are currently benefiting from native title, other communities aren’t able to do so. One of the
requirements to claim native title is proof that a connection between the land and people(s)
has been maintained38. Providing ‘proof’ (in the sense that will be upheld in court) is impossible for many
communities due to dispossession of land, displacement of people and the fact Aboriginal culture relies on oral
testimony39: ‘it wasn’t our fault we were taken from our country, and now all these years later we must prove that
we’ve maintained attachment.40 In such an ironic way, Indigenous people whose communities and culture have
faced attempts at westernisation throughout history, must now prove their ongoing connection to the very land they
were forcibly removed from, in order to enjoy native title rights. For example, in the case of the Yorta Yorta people,
who sought recognition as traditional owners of the Murray and Goulburn Rivers, the court ruled that ‘ongoing
connection was unable to be proved by acknowledging and observing traditional customs, in nearly the same way
since European settlement’41. The judge stated, ‘the tide of history has washed away any real acknowledgment of
the Yorta Yorta people of their traditional laws’42.
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The repressive and ‘unnecessarily severe’43 native title scheme therefore prohibits many people from benefiting
from native title, both economically and socially44. This extends to other features including that native title cannot be
sold and is considered a communal right, causing internal problems for many communities. It is these restrictions
that have led many to believe the hopes of Mabo have not yet been realised, and will continue to remain unfulfilled
until further positive consequences are evident.
Twenty-six years ago, our country saw what is proclaimed to be one of the biggest turning points in Indigenous
affairs, one that saw the recognition of Indigenous people as the traditional owners of Australian soil and made it
possible for them to claim native title. Dr Keon-Cohen states, ‘there’s no question that Mabo has been a positive
influence for many Aboriginal communities who are fortunate enough to still enjoy traditions and customs, thus are
able to benefit under the scheme. However, lots of communities cannot’45. It is this exclusion of communities that
don’t meet the requirements of the Native Title Act, which signify the potential of Mabo remains unfulfilled and its
status as a turning point can only partially be declared. Moving forward, it is vital to remember that Eddie Mabo’s
legacy will not be wholly honoured until further action is taken to ensure First Nation Australians are able to benefit
economically and socially from native title, and the road to reconciliation and co-existence has been paved further.
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Appendix
Item 1: Map of Gove Peninsula

Item 2: Brief Biography of Eddie Mabo, complete from referencing to A Mabo Memoir: Islan Kustom
to Native Title by Dr. Bryan Keon-Cohen and https://aiatsis.gov.au/explore/articles/eddie-koiki-mabo

Eddie ‘Koiki’ (his islander name) was born on the 29th June 1936 on
Murray Island and was raised by his uncle Benny. He married Bonita
Neehow in 1959 and had 10 children. His interest in activism was
developed during the campaign for the 1967 referendum, however it
wasn’t until he learnt of land rights that this took off. As Eddie was
working as a groundskeeper at James Cook University, he was
informed through casual conversation by Henry Reynolds (a
professor there at the time) that the government owned all land and
native title rights were not legally binding. Eddie was then faced with
repercussions of this when he was denied access to the island in
order to attend his father’s funeral. He begun lecturing at the
university on the customs and traditions of the Meriam people, and
was alerted by a lawyer in attendance that the case for native title
could be made in court. A legal team was soon assembled, including Eddie and 4 other plaintiffs
(Reverend David Passi, Celuia Mapoo Salee, Sam Passi and James Rice) who fought for
recognition over the duration of the case. Eddie became ill of health towards the end of the
case, and died of cancer on the 21 January 1992, (aged fifty-six) just 5 months before the case
was won. He is survived by his children and wife, and people of the Murray Islands who annually
celebrate the anniversary of the decision.

Appendix 3: Map of Murray Island and the Torres Strait

Appendix 4: Overview of the Mabo Case, complete by reference to Mabo, Wik and Native
Title by P. Butt and R. Eagleston, and interviews conducted with Geoff Richardson and Dr.
Bryan Keon-Cohen
The legal proceedings of the Mabo case began on 20 May 1982, and
argued that ‘the Meriam people are entitled to Murray Islands as
owners or possessors, or occupiers or as persons entitled to use and
enjoy the island and the state of Queensland had no power to
extinguish the Meriam people’s title.’ Debate on this case soon
turned heated and aggressive – Dr. Keon-Cohen states, ‘Queensland
hated this case. They cross-examined all the witnesses ferociously’.
In the supreme court the notion of terra nullius was upheld, which
extinguished native title. However, interest in the case didn’t fade
and it was found by the High Court (in 1988) that this act [of the
supreme court saying no] was contrary to the commonwealth
discrimination act of 1975. They also considered the fact that the
Meriam people were able to demonstrate an intricate system of
governance over land – traditionally called Malo’s law, which is
essentially the bylaws of each island and they law by which islander
people live. In 1992, the High Court ruled to overturn terra nullius
and declare Indigenous peoples as traditional owners of the land, making the statement, ‘It is imperative in today’s
world that the common law should neither be nor be seen to be frozen in an age of racial discrimination.’

Appendix 5 – Newspaper Article depicting dynamics of the time

Appendix 6 – A flow chart of the steps required to claim native title, found in Mabo: A Native Title
Legislation
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